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Whole-genome duplication followed by massive gene loss and specialization has long been postulated as a powerful mechanism
of evolutionary innovation. Recently, it has become possible to test this notion by searching complete genome sequence for signs
of ancient duplication. Here, we show that the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae arose from ancient whole-genome duplication,
by sequencing and analysing Kluyveromyces waltii, a related yeast species that diverged before the duplication. The two
genomes are related by a 1:2 mapping, with each region of K. waltii corresponding to two regions of S. cerevisiae, as expected for
whole-genome duplication. This resolves the long-standing controversy on the ancestry of the yeast genome, and makes it
possible to study the fate of duplicated genes directly. Strikingly, 95% of cases of accelerated evolution involve only one member of
a gene pair, providing strong support for a specific model of evolution, and allowing us to distinguish ancestral and derived
functions.

Genomic duplication has been proposed as an advantageous path to
evolutionary innovation1, because duplicated genes can supply
genetic raw material for the emergence of new functions through
the forces of mutation and natural selection. Such duplication can
involve individual genes, genomic segments or whole genomes.
Whole-genome duplication (WGD) is a particularly intriguing but
poorly understood situation. In principle, coordinate duplication of
an entire genome may allow for large-scale adaptation to new
environments. However, polyploidy comes at the cost of major
genomic instability2, which persists until the genome returns to
functionally normal ploidy through mutation, gene loss and geno-
mic rearrangements. Direct study of such a cataclysmic genomic
event may provide major insights into the dynamics of genome
evolution and the emergence of new functions.

In the yeast S. cerevisiae, subtle analysis of the genomic locations
of paralogues revealed the existence of ancestral duplication blocks,
but their origin has remained controversial3–17. Wolfe and colleagues
interpreted the presence and distribution of such regions in the
S. cerevisiae genome as supporting a model of WGD3,4. Others have
challenged this conclusion, noting that the WGD model is based on
a small set of yeast genes (,8%), explains only a minority of the
gene redundancy in the genome and defines putative sister regions
covering less than 50% of the genome. An alternative model that has
been proposed is that the duplicated segments arose via indepen-
dent local duplication events8–15. Recent reports assert that low-
coverage sequence data from related yeast species supports this
alternative model14,15; Wolfe and colleagues have in turn challenged
this analysis16. In addition, Wolfe and colleagues postulated that
WGD occurred after the divergence of S. cerevisiae and K. lactis,
while Langkjaer et al. have recently presented evidence that any
putative WGD would necessarily predate this divergence17.

Here we provide direct evidence of WGD in yeast, by sequencing
and analysing a related species whose divergence precedes the
duplication event. We show that S. cerevisiae arose from complete
duplication of eight ancestral chromosomes, and subsequently
returned to functionally normal ploidy by massive loss of nearly
90% of duplicated genes in small deletions. These were balanced and
complementary in paired regions, preserving at least one copy of
virtually each gene in the ancestral gene set. We identify 145 paired

regions in S. cerevisiae, tiling 88% of the genome and containing 457
duplicated gene pairs.

We then analyse the post-duplication divergence of gene pairs,
and show evidence of accelerated evolution in many cases. Strik-
ingly, 95% of cases of accelerated evolution involve only
one member of a gene pair, providing strong support for a specific
model of evolution1, and allowing ancestral and derived functions
to be distinguished. We find that derived genes tend to be special-
ized in function, expression and localization, and lose essential
aspects of their ancestral function. In addition, we find striking
examples of neofunctionalization, including the emergence of
silencing from origin-of-replication binding, and the emergence
of viral defence mechanisms from translation elongation.

Evidence of whole-genome duplication
The expected signature of genome duplication is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Following duplication, sister regions would undergo progressive
gene loss by random local deletion: one or the other of the two
paralogous copies of each gene would be lost in most cases, with
both paralogues being retained if they happen to acquire distinct
functions. Eventually, the only residual signature to show that two
regions arose from ancestral duplication is the presence of a few
paralogous genes in the same order and orientation scattered in a
sea of otherwise unrelated genes. Paired regions containing such
signatures will be relatively short, because chromosomal rearrange-
ments would disrupt global gene order over time, leaving only weak
evidence of ancestral duplication.

The clearest way to prove the existence of an ancient WGD would
be to find a yeast species, denoted as Y, that descends directly from a
common ancestor along a lineage that diverged before the dupli-
cation (Fig. 1). In principle, species Y and S. cerevisiae would be
related by a 1:2 mapping satisfying several properties: (1) nearly
every region in species Y would correspond to two sister regions in
S. cerevisiae; (2) the two sister regions in S. cerevisiae would each
contain an ordered subsequence of the genes in the corresponding
region of species Y, with each containing roughly half of the genes
and the two subsequences interleaving to account for nearly all of
the genes; and (3) nearly every region of S. cerevisiae would
correspond to one region of species Y, and thus be paired to a sister
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region in S. cerevisiae. Below, we show that K. waltii matches these
criteria.

Genome sequencing and alignment

We sequenced the genome of K. waltii, as part of a larger fungal
genome programme. We note that Kluyveromyces is a polyphyletic
genus, and in particular, K. waltii is closer to S. cerevisiae than
the previously studied K. lactis. In light of this, K. waltii has been
proposed to be renamed Lachancea waltii18, although we use
the more familiar name here. We used whole-genome shotgun
sequencing to obtain eightfold sequence coverage and 42-fold
physical coverage, and assembled the information into essentially
eight complete chromosomes of total length 10.7 Mb (see Methods).

We annotated the draft genome sequence to identify 5,230 likely
protein-coding genes (see Methods), notably fewer than the 5,714
genes in S. cerevisiae19. The genome also contains 240 transfer RNA
genes (36 fewer than Saccharomyces species) and 60 Ty elements
(primarily TyB). It also contains several telomeric gene families that
are probably involved in adaptation to changing environments,
including families of membrane proteins (51 members), hexose
transporters (20 members), and flocculins (50 members, a notable
expansion relative to S. cerevisiae). Finally, 7% of genes show no
detectable protein similarity to S. cerevisiae. The genome sequence
has been deposited in public databases (GenBank/DDBJ/EMBL),
and the sequence and annotation are available from our website
(http://www.broad.mit.edu/seq/YeastDuplication) and as Sup-
plementary Information.

We compared the genomes of K. waltii and S. cerevisiae to
identify orthologous regions. We first identified closely matching
genes between the species and then identified blocks of con-
served synteny—that is, regions containing numerous matching
genes in the same order across the two species (see Methods).
In contrast to the 1:1 mapping seen for close relatives19, most
local regions in K. waltii mapped to two regions in S. cerevisiae,
with each containing matches to only a subset of the K. waltii
genes.

To quantify this observation, we developed a computational
algorithm to parse K. waltii into blocks of doubly conserved synteny
(DCS)—defined as maximal regions that map across their entire
length to two distinct regions in S. cerevisiae (see Methods). Briefly,
we labelled the genes within each synteny block, and used the genes
that belonged to multiple synteny blocks to detect regions of
duplicate synteny. We then used the duplicate mapping in DCS
blocks to define sister regions in the S. cerevisiae genome (see
Methods).

Complete duplication

We identified a total of 253 DCS blocks, containing 75% of K. waltii
genes and 81% of S. cerevisiae genes. The cross-species mapping of
DCS blocks is shown in Fig. 2a, with a detailed view of a region of
chromosome 1. DCS blocks tile 85% of each K. waltii chromosome
in the pattern expected for WGD. Detailed views of all regions are
shown in Supplementary Figs S5.

The typical gene falls in a DCS block containing 27 genes, and the

Figure 1 Model of WGD followed by massive gene loss predicts gene interleaving in sister

regions. a, After divergence from K. waltii, the Saccharomyces lineage underwent a

genome duplication event, creating two copies of every gene and chromosome. b, The

vast majority of duplicated genes underwent mutation and gene loss. c, Sister segments

retained different subsets of the original gene set, keeping two copies for only a small

minority of duplicated genes, which were retained for functional purposes. d, Within

S. cerevisiae, the only evidence comes from the conserved order of duplicated genes

(numbered 3 and 13) across different chromosomal segments; the intervening genes are

unrelated. e, Comparison with K. waltii reveals the duplicated nature of the S. cerevisiae

genome, interleaving genes from sister segments on the basis of the ancestral gene

order.
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largest such block contains 81 genes. DCS blocks are separated by
small segments (,3 genes on average) that appear to match only
one conserved region in S. cerevisiae; it is likely that the second
paralogous segment cannot be confidently recognized because it has
lost too many genes or undergone rearrangement (see Methods).
Finally, ,1% of the K. waltii genome lies in segments that match

three or more regions in S. cerevisiae; the additional matching
regions result mostly from slight local rearrangements (see
Methods).

Complete interleaving of genes

Within DCS blocks, the interleaving of genes shows essentially

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Gene and region correspondence with K. waltii reveals WGD. a, Each region of

K. waltii (coloured by number of matches: white, 0; grey, 1; black, 2; yellow, . ¼ 3)

shows conserved gene order with two regions of S. cerevisiae (coloured by chromosome

number). Spacing between S. cerevisiae genes is set to match K. waltii chromosomal

positions. Vertical blue bars denote centromeres. b, DCS region showing duplicate

mapping of centromeres (black circles). All sixteen S. cerevisiae centromeres show such

duplicate mapping with K. waltii centromeres. This DCS region also illustrates that we can

reliably recognize anciently duplicated segments even in the absence of any remaining

two-copy genes. Evidence of WGD comes from gene interleaving and 2:1 mapping with

orthologous K. waltii segments. The segments containing intervening genes are deleted,

resulting in condensed sister regions. Kwal, K. waltii; Scer, S. cerevisiae.
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complete duplicate mapping (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Infor-
mation). In a typical DCS block, 90% of K. waltii genes have
matches in at least one of the two S. cerevisiae regions (and on
average ,12% have matches in both regions). Similarly, in each
DCS block, 90% of genes from both S. cerevisiae regions have
matches within the single corresponding region of K. waltii, and
they are interleaved onto K. waltii while preserving gene order and
orientation. The mapping fits the pattern expected for WGD
followed by massive gene loss.

Complete pairing of S. cerevisiae

Based on the cross-species correspondence, we identified sister
regions within S. cerevisiae (Fig. 3). We used the DCS blocks to
define 253 initial sister regions for which the ancestral gene order

was preserved in all three matching segments (K. waltii and the two
sister regions in S. cerevisiae). We then merged consecutive sister
regions when both copies in S. cerevisiae preserved the ancestral
gene order, but were apparently separated owing to a rearrangement
in K. waltii. This resulted in 145 sister regions in S. cerevisiae
covering 88% of the genome.

Many of the paired regions could not be recognized without the
relationship to K. waltii. For example, 47 DCS regions contain no
duplicated genes whatsoever and the evidence of duplication comes
solely from the interleaving of genes (Fig. 2b).

The chromosome structure of the two genomes provides further
evidence of WGD. Indeed, the sixteen centromeres of S. cerevisiae
are paired in a 2:1 manner with the eight centromeres of K. waltii
(Fig. 2b and Methods).

 

Figure 3 Duplicated blocks in S. cerevisiae. a, The duplicate mapping in sister regions

extends to tile each S. cerevisiae chromosome, revealing complete duplication. Blue

vertical bars denote centromeres. b, Detailed mapping of chromosome 4 with sister

regions in other chromosomes.
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Summary

We conclude that a WGD event occurred in the Saccharomyces
lineage after the divergence from K. waltii and that S. cerevisiae is
therefore a degenerate tetraploid. WGD may have occurred either at
the haploid or the diploid stage and either by endo-duplication
(auto-polyploidy) or fusion of two close relatives (allo-polyploidy).

Evolutionary analysis
The relationship between K. waltii and S. cerevisiae provides the
first comparison across an ancient WGD event and offers the
opportunity to study the long-term fate of a genome after
duplication.

Pattern of gene loss

The WGD event doubled the number of chromosomes in the
Saccharomyces lineage, but subsequent gene-loss events led to the
current S. cerevisiae genome, which is only 13% larger than K. waltii
and contains only 10% more genes. The polyploid genome returned
to functional normal ploidy, not by meiosis or chromosomal loss,
but instead by a large number of deletion events. We can infer that
12% of the paralogous gene pairs were retained in each DCS block,
and the remaining 88% of paralogous genes were lost.

In principle, gene loss can occur by large segmental deletions or

individual gene deletions, and can be balanced between the two
sisters or act primarily on one of them. Analysis of DCS blocks
revealed that gene loss occurred by many small deletions (the
average size of a lost segment is two genes), and was typically
balanced between the two sister regions (average balance 57% to
43%). Additionally, a large number of rearrangement events have
shuffled the duplicated chromosomes; the intergenic regions at the
breakpoints seem to be associated with tRNA genes.

Accelerated protein divergence

Most interestingly, we can study the evolution of the 457 gene pairs
that arose by WGD. The synteny information allows us to un-
ambiguously establish the ancestry for these genes pairs and
distinguish them from many gene pairs in the yeast genome that
arose by local duplication events (see Methods). This allows us to
study their evolution with respect to each other and the non-
duplicated K. waltii orthologue.

Two alternatives have been proposed for post-duplication diver-
gence of duplicated gene pairs. Ohno has hypothesized that after
duplication, one copy would preserve the original function and the
other copy would be free to diverge1. However, this model has been
contested by others, who argued that both copies would diverge
more rapidly and acquire new functions20–22. We calculated diver-
gence rates for the 457 pairs, using sequence information from
K. waltii, S. cerevisiae and the related yeast S. bayanus (Fig. 4d). We
searched for instances of unusually rapid or slow evolution.

We found that 76 of the 457 gene pairs (17%) show accelerated
protein evolution relative to K. waltii, defined as instances in which
the amino acid substitution rate along one or both of the S. cerevisiae
branches was at least 50% faster than the rate along the K. waltii
branch (Tables 1–3). We note that this calculation is conservative
and may miss some cases of accelerated evolution (see Methods).
These genes were heavily biased towards protein kinases (13 pairs,
P-value 1028) and regulatory proteins (8 pairs, including the cell-
cycle transcription factors Swi5 and Ace2, and the filamentation
factors Phd1 and Sok2), and were generally involved in metabolism
(38 pairs, P-value 10218) and cell growth (32 pairs, P-value 10210).

Ancestral and derived functions

Strikingly, in nearly every case (95%), accelerated evolution was
confined to only one of the two paralogues. This strongly supports
the model in which one of the paralogues retained an ancestral
function while the other, relieved of this selective constraint, was
free to evolve more rapidly1.

For these 76 gene pairs showing accelerated evolution with
respect to K. waltii, we can infer that the slowly evolving paralogue
has probably retained the ancestral gene function and that the
rapidly evolving paralogue probably acquired a derived function
after duplication. In fact, the inference of ancestral and derived
status can be extended to a total of 115 gene pairs consisting of those
for which one S. cerevisiae paralogue has evolved at least 50% faster
than the other S. cerevisiae paralogue.

This analysis thus identifies newer functions that evolved from
older ones. We can infer, for example, that the silencing function of
Sir3 (which acts in telomeres and mating type cassettes)23 derived
from the origin-of-replication binding function of Orc1 (ref. 24).
Similarly, the anti-viral function of Ski7 that recognizes and
represses non-polyadenylated messenger RNA was probably derived
from the translation-elongation function of Hbs1 (ref. 25).

In many cases, the derived paralogues are specialized in their
cellular localization or temporal expression. Acc1 (acetyl-CoA
carboxylase) gave rise to Hfa1, which now functions in the mito-
chondrion26. Skt5, involved in cell-wall biosynthesis, gave rise to
Shc1, whose function is restricted to spore formation27. And the
pleiotropic transcription factor Skn7, involved in a number of stress
responses, gave rise to the transcription factor Hms2, involved in
pseudohyphal growth under nitrogen depletion28.

Figure 4 Divergence of duplicated gene pairs. Branches show number of substitutions

per thousand amino acids. Evolutionary trees are rooted at the divergence of three

species. a, Average protein divergence of all 457 gene pairs that arose by WGD. The

faster-evolving paralogue is arbitrarily designated as copy 2 for each pair. b, Example of a

gene showing accelerated protein divergence (1 of 72 cases). Ancestral and derived gene

function can be inferred by comparison to K. waltii. In this case, the origin-of-replication

recognition complex protein Orc1 is inferred to be ancestral and the silencing protein Sir3

is inferred to be derived. c, Example of duplicated gene pairs that have undergone recent

gene conversion (1 of 60 cases). Comparison with S. bayanus shows that recent gene

conversion events occurred both in S. cerevisiae and in S. bayanus lineages. Dotted lines

connect orthologous genes in S. cerevisiae and in S. bayanus. d, Phylogeny and relative

time of WGD. Estimated tree lengths are as reported in ref. 45.
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The functional distinction between the derived and ancestral
paralogue is confirmed by the phenotype of deletion mutants when
grown in rich medium conditions. For each of the 115 gene pairs, we
examined the reported results of systematic deletion experi-
ments29,30. Strikingly, deletion of the ancestral paralogue was lethal
in 18% of cases (similar to the overall average for all S. cerevisiae
genes), whereas deletion of the derived paralogue was never lethal.
The derived paralogue is thus not essential under these conditions,
either because it does not function in rich medium or because the
ancestral paralogue can complement its function. Moreover, we
infer that along with possibly gaining a new function, the derived
copy has lost some essential aspect of its function, and cannot
typically complement deletion of the ancestral gene.

Changes in codon usage

We also found that 32 of the 457 gene pairs show accelerated
nucleotide, but not protein, evolution (Table 2). For example, the
transcription elongation genes YEF3 and HEF3 encode very similar
proteins and show a rate of protein change similar to that of
K. waltii. However, HEF3 shows twofold acceleration in degenerate
third-codon positions (relative to both YEF3 and K. waltii), an
unusual pattern of codon usage (codon adaptation index31 is 0.17 as
compared to 0.78 for YEF3) and a much lower level of expression32.
The same phenomenon is seen for the pyruvate kinase genes CDC19
and PYK2. The accelerated divergence appears to reflect a relief from
selection in the codon usage of the accelerated copy, and the
presence of both gene copies may allow the cell to sense changes
in metabolic state. Interestingly, PYK2 is expressed preferentially in
conditions of low glycolytic flux33.

Gene conversion

At the other end of the spectrum, 60 of the 457 pairs show
decelerated protein evolution, defined as instances where one or
both copies evolved at least 50% slower than K. waltii (Table 3).
These cases often involve proteins known to be highly constrained,
such as ribosomal proteins (25 pairs), histone proteins (2 pairs) and
translation initiation/elongation factors (4 pairs). In the vast
majority of cases (90%), the paralogues both show decelerated
evolution and tend to be very similar (98% amino acid identity
versus 55% for all pairs), suggesting that they may be subject to
periodic gene conversion. Indeed, the strong nucleotide similarity
in fourfold degenerate codon positions that are not under the same
selective pressures for conservation provides evidence supporting
gene conversion (.90% nucleotide identity versus 41% for all
pairs). Furthermore, in about half of these cases, the two paralogues
in S. cerevisiae are closer in sequence to each other than either is to
its syntenic orthologue in S. bayanus, showing that gene conversion
has occurred after the relatively recent divergence of the two
Saccharomyces lineages (Fig. 4c). For strongly conserved gene
pairs, the two copies may confer an evolutionary benefit by serving
as a repository for gene conversion and thus buffering deleterious
changes in either copy.

Pairs with similar rates

The remaining 321 of the 457 gene pairs did not meet our stringent
criteria for accelerated or decelerated evolution. In some cases, the
functional changes may be similar to those above but subtler. In
other cases, the primary functional divergence may be in regulatory
sequences. This seems a likely possibility because the extensive gene

Table 1 Rapid protein divergence

Slowly evolving gene (ancestral function) Rapidly evolving gene (derived function) Kwal rate Relative rates

Gene 1 Description 1 Gene 2 Description 2 Rate1
(%)

Rate2
(%)

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

RNR2 Small subunit of ribonucleotide reductase RNR4 Ribonucleotide reductase 0.069 146 519
MCK1 Serine/threonine/tyrosine protein kinase YGK3 Yeast homologue of mammalian glycogen

synthase kinase 3
0.102 110 479

SEC14 Phosphatidylinositol transfer protein SFH1 Sec14p homologue with highest sequence
similarity but lowest functional redundancy

0.061 149 462

YSH1 Subunit of polyadenylation factor I (PF I) SYC1 C-terminal portion of YSH1 0.130 112 380
GCS1 ADP-ribosylation factor GTPase-activating

protein (ARF GAP)
SPS18 Transcription factor 0.172 112 309

FEN1 Probable subunit of 1,3-beta-glucan synthase ELO1 Elongation enzyme 1 0.111 106 293
CET1 mRNA capping enzyme beta subunit (80 kDa) CTL1 RNA triphosphatase, no capping function 0.231 76 263
EGD1 Regulator of pol II-transcribed genes BTT1 Negative regulator of RNA polymerase II 0.146 109 240
SKN7 Transcription factor involved in oxidative stress HMS2 Heat-shock transcription factor homologue 0.243 103 229
HBS1 Translation elongation factor SKI7 Anti-viral protein 0.241 116 223
SEC24 Vesicle coat component SFB2 Putative zinc finger protein 0.130 114 203
IFH1 Overexpression interferes with silencing at

telomeres / HM, Interacts with FHL1
YDR223W Hypothetical ORF 0.269 91 189

SKT5 Probable Ca2þ binding membrane protein
(prenylated)

SHC1 Sporulation-specific homologue of csd4 0.242 93 188

ORC1 Largest subunit of origin recognition complex SIR3 Silencing regulator HML, HMR, telomeres 0.274 91 177
BUB1 Serine/threonine protein kinase required for arrest in

loss of microtubule function
MAD3 Spindle checkpoint complex subunit 0.249 133 172

ECM18 Involved in cell wall biogenesis ICT1 Increased copper tolerance 0.224 98 161
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Accelerated protein divergence of duplicated gene pairs (16 of 76 pairs). Kwal, amino acid substitution rate along K. waltii lineage. Rate1 and Rate2, substitution rates for Gene1 and Gene2 as a
percentage of Kwal.

Table 2 Rapid nucleotide divergence

Gene 1 Gene 2 Description Codon usage Protein identity
(%)

Rate in fourfold degenerate sites

CAI1 CAI2 Rate1 Rate2 Acceleration (%)
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

CDC19 PYK2 Pyruvate kinase 0.89 0.13 93 0.22 0.63 283
ADH1 ADH5 Alcohol dehydrogenase 0.81 0.25 91 0.35 0.57 164
YEF3 HEF3 Transcription elongation factor 0.78 0.17 92 0.34 0.62 181
GND1 GND2 Phosphogluconate dehydrogenase 0.62 0.20 96 0.39 0.64 166
GDH1 GDH3 NADP-specific glutamate dehydrogenase 0.59 0.16 95 0.41 0.62 150
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Accelerated nucleotide divergence of duplicated gene pairs. CAI, codon adaptation index31, a measure of typical codon usage between 0 and 1. Protein identity was measured between Gene1 and Gene2.
Rate1 and Rate2, nucleotide substitution rate in fourfold degenerate sites for conserved amino acid residues. Acceleration, relative acceleration of Rate2 compared to Rate1.
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loss following WGD would probably juxtapose new combinations
of intergenic and genic regions. In still other cases, the gene pairs
may have been retained primarily to increase gene dosage, as with
the slowly evolving genes.

Discussion
WGD followed by massive gene loss and gene specialization offers
an important path for large-scale evolutionary innovation. Com-
pared to multiple independent duplications and divergence of
individual genes or segments, WGD may be more efficient and
may offer great opportunities for coordinated evolution. Although
organisms clearly can undergo WGD resulting in complete poly-
ploids (as evidenced by existing tetraploid species of plants and
animals34–37), it has been unclear whether WGD can then be
followed by massive genome reshaping to yield diploids with
expanded gene content.

Our analysis of K. waltii definitively proves that S. cerevisiae is the
descendant of an ancient WGD, as originally proposed by Wolfe3 on
the basis of subtle genomic patterns. Comparison with K. waltii
allows rigorous study of the many evolutionary innovations that
arose in this dramatic event. We note that a similar analysis of the
Ashbya gossypii genome has been carried out (P. Philippsen, per-
sonal communication). The results here suggest that it may also be
fruitful to search for similar genomic signatures of ancient WGD in
other organisms38–40. It will be interesting to see just how far such
distant echoes of genomic upheaval may be traced. A

Methods
See the Supplementary Information for assembly contigs and scaffolds (Supplementary
Table S1), predicted protein-coding genes (Supplementary Information S2), complete
gene correspondence (Supplementary Information S3), a table of genes in syntenic
segments (Supplementary Tables S4), gene-by-gene mapping for each chromosome
(Supplementary Figs S5), detailed visualization of 253 DCS regions (Supplementary Figs
S6), 145 paired regions in S. cerevisiae by chromosome (Supplementary Figs S7),
alignments of duplicated gene pairs (Supplementary Information S8), protein and
nucleotide divergence rates (Supplementary Tables S9) and mapping of centromeres
(Supplementary Figs S10), also available from http://www.broad.mit.edu/seq/
YeastDuplication.

Strains, sequencing and assembly
The sequence and annotation for S. cerevisiae reference strain S288C was obtained from
http://www.yeastgenome.org, and updated according to recent comparative work19.
K. waltii strain NCYC2644 was provided by I. Roberts (Norwich Research Park, UK). The
WGS sequence was obtained at the Whitehead Institute/MIT Center for Genome
Research. We used paired-end sequencing with 7.4-fold coverage in 4-kb plasmid clones
and 0.6-fold coverage in 40-kb fosmid clones, providing eightfold sequence coverage and
42-fold physical coverage, with laboratory protocols as described at http://
www.broad.mit.edu. We used the Arachne41,42 program to assemble the resulting sequence
information into contigs (continuous blocks of uninterrupted sequence) and scaffolds
(contigs linked by paired forward-reverse reads from the same clone). The resulting draft
genome sequence has a total length of 10.7 megabases, with ,96% contained in ten large
scaffolds containing relatively short sequence gaps (average size 144 base pairs, together
comprising only 0.5% of total scaffold length). Seven of the scaffolds appear to correspond
to complete chromosomes, with recognizable centromeric and telomeric regions, and the
remaining three scaffolds appear to belong to a single chromosome, with the order and
orientation of the scaffolds readily inferred from the sequence (see below).

Centromeres and telomeres
The conservation of gene order in syntenic regions surrounding the centromeres allowed
us to pinpoint candidate centromere-containing intergenic intervals within K. waltii.

Sequence analysis of these intervals revealed a centromere structure similar to that of
S. cerevisiae, containing three elements CDEI–CDEII–CDEIII, where CDEI is
TCACCTGjTCANGTG, CDEII is 100–115 nucleotides with AT . 78%, and CDEIII is
TTCCGA. This sequence occurs specifically only at the intervals we determined. Each
K. waltii centromere maps to exactly two S. cerevisiae centromeres, as follows: Cen1:Cen7,
Cen2:Cen4, Cen3:Cen14, Cen5:Cen9, Cen6:Cen16, Cen8:Cen11, Cen10:Cen12 and
Cen13:Cen15. This pairing agrees with previous reports16. Telomeric repeat elements were
identified in the ends of all scaffolds, except where joins are proposed. On the basis of
centromere and telomere locations, paired fosmid ends, and synteny with S. cerevisiae, we
infer that the three scaffolds together form the eighth K. waltii chromosome.

Annotation and gene correspondence
We determined the complete set of all predicted open reading frames (pORFs) in K. waltii
that start with a methionine and have the potential to encode at least 50 amino acids. We
found 6,753 non-overlapping ORFs, of which 5,230 are likely to represent functional
protein-coding genes. These contain 4,711 ORFs of at least 150 amino acids, of which 92%
show protein similarity to S. cerevisiae. From the remaining 2,042 ORFs between 50 and
150 amino acids, 519 show protein similarity to S. cerevisiae, and we expect these to encode
functional proteins. We estimate that only an additional 45 ORFs at this range have been
missed (0.8% of the total), on the basis of the percentage of longer ORFs that show
similarity. We then constructed a bipartite graph of protein similarities across the two
species, and resolved the gene correspondence based on protein similarity and gene order
information using the BUS algorithm43.

Doubly conserved synteny regions
We established blocks of conserved synteny by clustering matches of neighbouring genes
that are less than 20 kb apart in each genome. We found 353 synteny blocks containing at
least three conserved genes each, and matching a total of 4,590 S. cerevisiae genes and 4,139
K. waltii ORFs. We treated every synteny block as defining an interval on the K. waltii
genome, and we marked all genes whose coordinates were contained within that interval.
We then searched for K. waltii genes that were marked as belonging to multiple blocks,
thus defining regions of overlap between synteny blocks (DCS regions).

Establishing ancestry of duplicated genes
We determined the ancestry of duplicated gene pairs solely on the basis of gene order
information in DCS regions. The difficulty of reliably establishing ancestry based on
amino acid divergence, especially in the presence of accelerated evolution, is illustrated by
previous reports that have erroneously established WGD as preceding divergence from K.
lactis17 (the correct topology is shown in Fig. 4d), or erroneously inferred that GRS2 would
represent the ancestral form of the GRS1/GRS2 pair44 (in fact, GRS2 is the derived copy,
and shows fourfold amino acid acceleration). In both cases, variation in protein
divergence rates has misrepresented the true phylogenetic relationships.

Establishing accelerated divergence
Having established gene ancestry based on gene order information, we used amino acid
and nucleotide divergence rates to detect cases of accelerated evolution. In seven of the 457
gene pairs, one or both copies in S. cerevisiae are split into multiple ORFs and were not
used. We used CLUSTALW to construct protein, nucleotide, and codon-aware nucleotide
alignments. We rooted three-way trees at the central node, whereas the true root lies on the
K. waltii branch, and hence our criteria for accelerated divergence are conservative because
they overestimate the K. waltii branch length. This is especially true in the case of gene-
conversion events, and additional pre-duplication relatives will be necessary to estimate
divergence between duplication and gene conversion.
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